
“Hi, this is <your name> with <your business> and there’s an issue on 

your adwords campaigns so I sent an email to <their email> with an 

attachment about fixing it and wanted to call to make sure you got 

the file. 

<Their Answer> 

Great, who’s the go to person or who do I need to speak to in order to 

make sure those changes are made?  

<Their Answer> 

Can I get their direct line and email?  I’m sorry, what was your name?  

Thanks <Phone Person’s Name>, can you forward me to their line? 

<If they give you a hard time> 

Right now it’s losing money every time someone clicks on it so I just 

wanted to make sure it gets fixed asap. 

 

<Talking to the person in charge of PPC> 

Hey, <PPC Person Name>, this is <Your Name>.  I just talked to 

<Phone Person’s Name> and I need to talk about your Adwords 

Campaign. 

It looks like you’re doing a great job but I’m concerned about the 

bounce rate. 

Do you think that if you had a live attendant chat box on the website 

that you could keep people on the page longer, lower the bounce 

rate, lower the Cost Per Click, and get more your Adwords Campaign? 

<Their Answer> 



<If they aren’t sure, you could Include Some of the Stats Below> 

 

We’re looking to complement what you’re already doing with PPC and 

give you an affordable way to have a live attendant chat on your 

website.  If it was super affordable, would that be something you’d be 

interested in? 

<if they say yes><The Close> 

Great, normally it’s $597 with a $500 setup but we are currently 

running a trial where we are waiving the setup fee and you can get it 

for just $197 for the first month. 

What’s the Email you want your leads sent to? <write it down> 

What phone number do you want phone leads sent to?   

<write it down> 

If someone asks about business hours, what should we tell them?  

<write it down> 

And your business location? <write it down> 

Your website is...? <write it down> 

What type of CC do you put these types of Expenses on?  Mastercard 

or Visa… 

What’s your CC number…….Exp Date…….Security Code? 

Great.  Again, my name is <your name>.  I’m going to be sending you 

an email that will have a code in it that needs to be put on your 



website and we should be up and running chat for you within 5 

business days! 

<If they are not sure still> 

Ok, are you sitting in front of a computer, I’d love to show you what 

we do. 

Go to www.fullchatservice.com 

<go to the close> 

 

 

 

Live Chat Stats: 

Live chat currently has the highest satisfaction levels.  

73% of those that have are pretty happy with their experience.  

Phone and SMS are currently the lowest rated customer service touch points, 

with 44% and 41% respectively. Premium rate numbers, automated answering 

systems and long waiting times are the main sources of frustration for phone 

users. 



 

31% of online shoppers from both the US and UK saying they would be more 

likely to purchase after a live chat. 

People appreciate live chat for a number of reasons, and time is a key factor. Of 

those who prefer live chat, 79% said they did so because they get their questions 

answered quickly and 46% agreed it was the most efficient communication 

method. 

 


